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My grandfather, John Wright, was killed when the Wilson Tunnel collapsed during the early days of its 

construction. From that day forward, the history of the Wrights, my father’s paternal side, lay buried in 

the rubble of folklore and branches cut from the family tree. As a child, growing up in the tepid social 

temperatures of New England, I was told not to ask questions about my grandfather. As an adult, I chose 

to pick up my shovel and dig for the sake of my ancestors.  

There were many clues, none of which could be validated by the face in the mirror. There was the age-

old family tale that my great uncle, Ben Wright Jr, had been killed in the attack on Pearl Harbor, yet his 

name did not appear on any memorials commemorating that infamous day. There was the gravestone 

of my great grandfather, Benjamin Wright Sr, in Nu’uanu Valley; thick and rounded at the edges like the 

shoulders of a ranger, with the word “TENNESSEE” boldly etched across its granite face.  

I found a detailed Hawai’i census from the early 1900s. My great grandfather and his family lived in an 

eclectic neighborhood off of Beretania Street surrounded by neighbors representing the Asia-Pacific and 

beyond. The Census called out those ethnicities – Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, Hawaiian. But 

when it came to my great grandfather and his children, they were listed as Negro – a revelation. 

Benjamin Franklin Wright Sr was a Buffalo Soldier from Tennessee who found himself stationed in 

Hawaii pre-1920. After the Army, he stayed and raised a family. When his two sons, John and Ben Jr, 

were of age they joined the Army and served in all black regiments as well.  Ben Jr was killed at Pearl 

Harbor, but not on December 7, 1941.  

In 1944, at the age of 19, Ben Jr was killed in an ammunition handling tragedy known as the West Loch 

Disaster. To this day, the incident is rife with deep racial underpinnings that your government continues 

to hide from. There is no memorial for the men of the segregated African American 29th Chemical 

Decontamination Unit who died that day.  
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Eventually, photos surfaced. First, of my grandfather, John, in his Army uniform. The fine details were 

grainy, but the picture was a testament to the mass, power, and command of the man. A bit later, and 

rather miraculously, a photo of my great grandfather in his WW1 era uniform emerged. Benjamin Sr was 

an athletic, statuesque figure who posed with an air of confidence. His wide eyes, frozen in time, peered 

out across generations. The battles he must have fought on behalf of the oppressor. The battles he must 

have fought on behalf of his roots.  

Examining those photos in my hands, embracing our differences and cherishing our subtle similarities, I 

realized that from realms unseen my ancestors had been digging too. In that moment, our shovels finally 

struck one another under the weight of so much omission, mystery, and pain.  

Nothing in my life has been more freeing.  

“If you know your history 

Then you would know where you coming from 

Then you wouldn't have to ask me 

Who the heck do I think I am.” 

- From “Buffalo Soldier” by Bob Marley 

 

“Black Buffalos” was featured as part of the “In the Black” art exhibit which ran exclusively in Honolulu’s Chinatown art district during February 

of 2018.   
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